Care & Maintenance
Laminate Flooring
Congratulations on the purchase of your new floor. We thank you for your excellent selection of an Eclipse product that is designed
to offer you years of use and enjoyment.
Eclipse Laminate Floors uses the authenticated locking system licensed by Uniclick®/ Valinge ™. This innovative technology
offers great stability and allows for an easy installation, saving you up to 50% of installation time.
CLEANING
Caring for your laminate floor has never been easier. Eclipse takes every effort to make our floor a “minimal maintenance” floor.
Routine vacuuming and sweeping is usually sufficient to keep the floor clean. Never wash your laminate floors with water and wipe
up spills immediately, using a dry cloth or paper towel to thoroughly dry and clean the affected area.
Mop with slightly moistened with laminate floor specific cleaners. Ask your local Eclipse flooring dealer for recommendations. Do
not use vinegar, ammonia-based products, floor wax, oil or soap-based detergents, or any other type of unapproved cleaner on
your floor. These chemicals can damage the floor finish and leave a dull and greasy residue behind.
Eclipse is not responsible for any product failure resulting from or connected to improper cleaning or maintenance of the floor.
AMBIENT CONDITION REQUIREMENTS
The required temperature of 65-80ºF (18-27ºC) and relative humidity level of 35-55% must be maintained year round, wherever
Eclipse laminate flooring is installed. Please make sure to follow instructions for installing over radiant heating systems. A consistent
ambient condition can be maintained with proper ventilation, humidifying in dry seasons, dehumidifying in wet seasons, heating,
and constant monitoring.
PROTECTION
Even though our laminate floors are designed to withstand moderate to heavy residential traffic and light commercial traffic, it is
still recommended to use mats at entrances to keep debris and moisture from being tracked inside. Use weight-bearing, non-staining
floor protectors such as felt pads, under all furnishings. Replace plastic casters with wide rubber or soft polyurethane caster.
Frequently check and replace any damaged protector/caster so it does not scratch/mark the floor. Pet nails should be trimmed and
cleaned on a regular basis to prevent from marking the floor.
Laminate products are fade-resistant but gradual color changes should still be expected. Prolonged, constant exposure from direct
sunlight or intense lighting can cause laminate floors to change color very quickly. Moving area rugs and furniture occasionally will
help ensure a more uniform color change.

